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Open Enrollment At Baruch

Student Dema·nds

No Surprise

Non-Matrics Admitted
TuiUon Fees Goi,ng Up!
1

Editorial comment from the Stu
A major problem facing Baruch and all of CUNY re dent City University Press Service
garding Open Admissions, is the effects of Open Enrollment
It comes as no surprise that
on the present Non-Mabie Students. Student sects feel that CUNY students face another
Non-Mabie Students should be allowed to enroll as matric fee increase in the '70-'71
The Reporter learned from Bob Stonehill, Editor of the
ulated students and not be faced with increased tuition fees years. What is surprising is
that everyone including stu- Evening Brooklyn College newspaper, that a blanket Open
under the Open Admission Policy. This was evidenced by
dents appear willing again to Admissions policy for September 1970 will
be proposed to
the CUNY Strike of March 17 and 18. Administrators and
accept the hypocrisy of free
th
· e Board of Higher Education meeting tonight. Dr. Justin
Faculty are sympathetic with Evening Session needs. Dr.
tuition while paying '.'fees."
�ngelo Dispenzieri, Dean of Baruch College Evening Ses
Dunn, Brooklyn College' s Director of Admissions, revealed
.
The tumult over Open Adsion, commented: "Evenmg students should be treated
missions has caused some stu- that Dr. Healy of the City University will introduce the
equally with matiiculated day students. If evening students
dents to ch arg e that th e fee in- proposal. The proposal also states that all non-matric stu
require tutoring and counseling it should be comparable to creases ar e to be used to fu nd
d
Open Admissi ons. Nothing could ents who have a C average in September 1971, shall be
what's available for Day Session."
permitted to matriculate.
A problem looming large is the possibility of another be further from the truth .
M ay or Lin dsay in his certific aThe Reporter also learned from Mr. Stonehill that acwidespread CUNY Evening Strike. The responsibility to act tion of CU's bu dget included the
in behalf of the Non-Matriculated Student lies with the $15 million fee increase whether cording to the budget, CUNY will sustain a 15 million dolBoard of Higher Education and the City University, As of or not the University had an Open lar deficit. Chancellor Bowker indicated that in all probabil
this writing they have not revealed the effects of Open A dmissions program. The M ayor ity these funds will have to come from a raise in
student fees.
cl aims the city's fiscal crisis afEnrollment on Non-Matric Students. Dean Newton, Chair
fects everyone and only by increas- -------------------------
man of the Task Force on Open Enrollment, said that if ing fees could .CUNY meet its
there is a fee increase, it will not be a result of Open Enroll mandated costs. For the most part,
mandat ed costs ar e salary increasment.
es, esp eci ally those won by the
L egislative Conferenc e and the
UFCT in collective b argain ing.
Thus, the fe e increases are, for
the most part, paying for faculty
By STA, LEY POMERANZ
saJ=ies.
WBMB Radio Station at Baruch College is planning a
Late Monday afternoon, at 4:30 P.M., on March 16th, te�e�"ai�r:�06�e:� isl':i��!sfo�:nlf;
representatives from the Colleges of this City having major a re-affirm ation of CUNY's mis reception for students and faculty in the Evening Session.
si on t o educ at e the economically
Evening Student bodies met with Chancellor Bowker, Vice- and culturally poor of the city. All are invited to the reception which will be held in the Oak
Chancellor Hollander, and Deputy Chancellor Hyman, of the Tradition ally, this h as been the Lounge on Tuesday, March 24, at 5 P.M. Refreshments will
Board of Higher Education, to discuss Evening Student de- mainstay of the free tuition c on be served.
<->-------------- cept. honically, in the f ace of
At the reception James Farley, Evening Session Co
mands.
increasing fees, CUNY is admitThe demands, as presente d, more peaceful, demo nstrations.
ordinator for WBMB, will give tours of the radio station.
Yet, with the thTeat of a stTike ting students whose rel ativ e abilwere simple, direct, an d to the
ity to pay subStantial fees will <l e
WBMB started broadcasting in February. They are
point. The first dem and promul- clouding the horizo n f or all of us, crease. It won't be long under th e
gated was that all Evening Stu- man progressive and coopeTative current fee st�·ucture before these planning to become a part of the City Universit:; Network
dents currently attending the Uni- id ea: were put forth by the ac- two forces will clash.
which is scheduled to go on the air in April.
v ersity syst em become fully m at- ti'vi'st member·s of the student
It ?'OUJd seem, th eref o're, :l1at
riculated ; the second stipulated b ody: They off ered the Chancel- the ti1;1
e h s c ome for a senous
ud
E
of
the
d
r
d
oa
an
B
ntire
e
!or
.
_
th at all fees for Evening matricuieconsi��ra:-ron of the _ c oncept _ of
lat ed students should be eliminat- c ation complet e student suppo1t - fr� e tmtron.
CU_NY is t� m am-1
proed entirely. Th e dem ands are pre- to th e point of demo nstrati on
t
arn free �m�ron m th� light of
mised on the assumption that since tests, if necessary - so that "m ore ?pen A dm1ssions, the!1 it b ecomes I
e
b
uld
n
o
e
c
s
tak
e
Evening Students were instrumen- effective" measur
rncumbent upon the city an<l· state
ta! in breaking g1·ound for the in- in full support of th.eir dem
. ands. to reach agreement on fundrng
of
ception of Open Enr ollment, they,
I� the vehemence with which �h e th e University without ch arging
as working taxpayers - and as van ous members of the Ev enrn_g students. Of course, a compromise
equal members of the student Student Body h ave pr esent ed then· might be to ch arge tuition to thos e
body- should be entitled to open dem an ds to �ancellor _ Bowker ar e who are able to pay. In any event,
appa_rent
enrollment funding on a par with �atch_ed a_gams� their
the problem is not m et and the
the funding of all other students dissati?factron_ with the pot;ntially issue remains uru:esolved .
I
unfeas1be achievement of on-thei n the CUNY structure.
CUNY students should mak e
sp_ot" results h:for� the B oard of their views known to City Hall,
Frustr ations
Higher E duc ation is to mee t on
Very much in evidence at this Mon<l�y, �he 23r d of �arch, t1;en Albany, and the Bo ar d of Higher 1 '
meeting was the frustration which w e w ll f <l that a str1k e h as, rn- Education. Either on or off the � ,,
m
pot. Th ere's no sense in prot esting �
i
was felt by concern ed citizen-studeed, occu ed on Tuesday or_ W ed.
fee increases to _ the University., J;
dents r egarding the• state of af- nes ay, Mn�
arch 17th and - or 18th,
· ·.
�
The
r eal authonty t o s olve the �
m.
e
syst
university
our
fairs within
.
..
agamSt cunent open em-ollment
.
problem lies with City H all an d :
.
Typical stable, working students
·
pl ans, as they will aff ect the Eve- Albany The ultimate responsibili- .
. .,
nt
h d th
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a
h
ning Stu dent.
ty for higher educ ation lie? with ,-,•
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.
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than request, complete commit.
1
WBMB engin eering "Instant Sunshine"
ment to their ideals. One veteran, pu�hcabon_ of three pr oposals state s unwillrngness to meet this
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for instance, as the repr esentative
of the Queensborough Communiy Board of Higher E duc�tion will or to impose, and consequently,
Colleg e faction, walked out because meet, on the 23rd, to discuss fee students to p ay_, fees.
.
In the meantime, however, srnce
he could not be party to an in- stiucture.
No m atter what the outcome, the impending fee increase is ob
formal rather than a formal, fully
In response to questions about the action of students
recorded meeting. Other students every f acet of the controversy will noxious to students and it . is the
warned of more viol ent, rather than affect the future of each one of us. faculty that st ands to benefit most and others regarding the Bi-Lingual Program at Bronx
from such incr eas es, p erhaps the Community College, the Chairman of the Board of Higher
f aculty might r elieve the amount Education, Mr. Frederick Burkhardt, cited the following
of the fee incr ease by increasing
its workload. More work for more facts:
Students undertook to present a series of complaints and
pay is more equitable than the
Asso
Graduate
the
Students
of
ernors
Go,
of
Board
The
present hypocrisy of free tuiti on. deman ds in conn ection with the •
ciation (GSA) has voted to allocate $947 for the Graduate In order to relieve the immediat e operation of the Bi-Lingu al Pro- to the Chairman of the Bo ard,
h ar dships presented by the im gram at Bronx Community Coll ege, President Colst on and several mem
Marketing Society.
p ending fee incr ease stud ent ener which h ad been temporarily sus- hers of the Chancellor's staff who
The Board, acting on a long-standing request from the gies would be more effectively pended by Presi dent J ames Colston were availabl e at the Board head
Society, directed the Central Treasure�· to set up a special directe d to convincing the faculty on F1iday afternoon, March 6, be- quarters. An attempt was made to
a.ccount consisting of funds for operatmg ex1Jenses and one of the desirability of assuming a caus e of local disturbances. The list arrange for a negotiating session
of grievances was made available
workloa d increase.
(Continu ed on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)
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Hold Reception

About Monday's Meeting
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Students Complain Al Bronx Comnunity

Graduate Marketing Society Gels $947
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If Mr. Billera (Mar. 10 issue)
expects that his letter will incite
an emotional and magica1 response, he is sadly mistaken. Nowhere in th e article referred to,
cloes Mr. Le Tied condemn th fr;
entire Arab .race for th e actions
of a few. Mr, Le Ti.eel's article was
sharp and bitter as is only fitting
for this contemptible act (the
Swiss airline bombing) of inhumanity.
M:u·. Billera's sarcastic remarks
about the "accidental" bombing of
a civilian Arab factory, and the
"accidental" bombing of a U.S.
ship, only show his o-wn lack of
underst:mdi1,1g of a situation which
ultimately has dangerous conse-·
quences
ho
o
e aall. It is uufortunat�
'th for
t1
er
re some pe ple w
01at
are only interested in stimulatin'g
th e emotional reactions of others,
while simultaneously failing to recognize t heir own short-sightedness.
, '" Respectfully ypµ1·s,
,
Raymond Goren
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C!Hrrun,
The forced smile of the clown,
Music, tinny, IIJ.etallic,
Freaks demonstrating ·their despair,
- laughingly,
Wild animals, born free,
- caged,
A dark abyss
Beneath a thin veneer of prete11se,

...: the world in minat,ll)'.'e,.
ALFRED CHARASZ
Val Cavalier ------------�-Grad¥,q,te Editor
Josephine M. Tuzzeo _____________Copy Editor
r.-;;,:,
r
Edito
es
r
eatu
Alfred
.,,
·
. Charasz
Manager
t·
circu!awn·
Eddie Hartsteln ······························································ c;;:,.,,
Zave Unger ---------;-...,---�;;iecia.tProjects Ji;di,�or
Paul Guzzardo --------:-:------Club News Edit.o?'
usineBB Manager
Ken Weiner --·-·-,·
'' ·
U
Office Ma'ir!ager
Ilene Mass
sst. Producti on Ma!iiager
Harriet Freedman,,,
My son, mu ssm," 1 ·· 0)
----,,----,rts Editor
--�-----�Mike Strick
I am old, I am sick,,
ew�. Edit? r
,,
-..-. .
.
Larry Kalish
But no maj;ter what, r.
Samuel Deitel ............................................. ;'..................Ad�-:Iii:tising Mq;nager
\.;
· ' 1'· � · •· · • '. hoto E8:itor
Alex Taboada
Dear Editor:
I am still here ;
,J
1
,hi
'
1,
J
Ed-itor Emeritus
Marion Johnston
In the March 16th issue of The '
\· -';.ll.� ,• 0 ·:·r. •.:...&dito.r Emeritus Reporter/ Paul Guzzardo, in his
If there is no place to go,
Lewis Sturm
· .�;'<'-,-,,,;E�f.t or Emeritus column "Attack'" draws some lr•''
Burt· Beagle
My boy,
respon�ible, illo�ical, :Jand outragi ;
1
'Sarfiuel; eous conclusions. •Mr. Guzzardo·
NEWS AND FEATURE STAFF: Shela'ort Sweid;fReuben
.{\.nd the world seems em��Y, colj:l, ·
Joel Thaler, Gary Meisels, Maddalena·, N·ap,Pi 1 , Annette, Bruccolo:r:i,
Come to me,
says, that in obtaining Gramercy · ·, ,
Robert Lewis, Farrell Nesson,. Barbara Pick1 Earl Suri,, LeU111as
Park, .one way would be to peti, I'll give you all my love,
Letied, Juliette La Claire, Frank Kump.
� r', tion ·the owners. Another method'l.r..n; ,j
And we shall sit
would be to buy th e park. Botnr
MAX SEIGEL
hods, h e says, would be ineffecs• I r
met
And tell old tales,
Faculty A'"dvisM
tive. However, the most effective
Just like in., tho�e days,
method, and, by implication,. the
only, and, therefore, the right way, (l'
·"I.on o- ago
would be to picket the park and , ,
Tho:e da;s of rainbows and hopes,
take it by violence.
child,
When you were
Mr. Guzzardo seems to be a lit
And I held you in ruy arms,
tle unenligh tened, so let me enAs indicated on page one, it appears as though Non- lighten him. That type of nonGiving you my warmth,
While you gave me yours.
Matric students will be saved from the turbulances of Open sense went out with Hitler. To
take what belongs to others by
ALFRED CHARASZ
Admissions. (Pending this evening's Board of Higher Educ force, though "in" as it may be,
·
c'ati�n meeting.) However it al\so appears' evident that the' can only serve to lead us further
Fees are going up. Students will be ending up with half a down the road towards anarchy.,
Why not take someone else's car
loaf. Of course the most important factor is allowing Jion by stealing it? Surely it is the
Matrics to Matriculate. If this .proposal �s acGepted at the most effective method of obtain
ing the car. Wh at Mr. Guzzardq
meeting tonight, the necessity of another CUNY Strike is is saying, is that "might makes
Six feet he stands with shoulders wide, a giant
h
t ."
so
· in men's eyes.
obviated.
·
:�� th ;' �od!rn 1�!:t!�i�na��:!
· He knpws his subject when he speaks, and has no
Regardless of the outcome, if Baruch Students decide condemn when the U.S. practices
need for lies
to strike, they should malrn it very clear that tqey're NOT it; in South Vietnam.· Surely you
are not hypocritical about it all?
His strength is not in size alone, but in his
STRIKING against the Baruch Co1lege Adminisb;ation. No
Actually, Paul, you should pick
manly ways.
other four people have worked as effectively for the Baruch et and petition the owners. Then,
He wi�l. not stoop to pettiness in what he
·if they still refuse to give you the
Evening Session as the four administrators below.
does or says.
park, wait until you save up
enough of yom· allowance to buy
e
h
t
re
'" i t. By t he way, once' you '
He's no one's fool, and all who try to trick him
own!"r, we'll see how fast you'll
quickly find
'
let the '\People" use it. Otherwise,
ready wit and calm retort will always
His
1 you'll just have to settle for less.
change their mind.
Sincerely yours,
He has n0 need for gossips, and a loudmouth
Zave M. Unger
* * *
is a bore.
·
will not light
And narrowminded vicious�ess
'To the Editor:
Isn't it about time that ADS
at his door.
.J
\.
opened its doors to women members? As a marketing major
His hair is curly black with gray distinguished
planning to become a col)ywriter,
strands entwined.
I resent the iniplication that I'm
Yet he's not vain; his dark brown eyes are always
not "fit" to belong because of my
sex.
clear and kind.
As a placement manager specialHe's logical and thoughtful, and his wisdom
izing in placing copywriters in
knows 110 end.
advert.ising agencies, I figh t a
He's g�;nerous and helpful, and I'm proud he
daily battle to convince copy
chiefs t hat the sex of a copywriter
q1.,l�s me friend.
·n· ,.
is ul1impo:ftant'.· Usually the probCATHI De LOIARRO
!em is that a woman is preferred.1......,--,,.--�--------,t-r------------Fi•om letf to ,right: Mr.Ron Bruse, nea11llf-ving Greger, PJJesiclentRQ.b,
When I come here at night!1;-.-�------------,,--------,------:
erfl r)I\Teaver, Dean Dispenziel'i.
why must I fight reverse dis
;_c ,,. , ,1,
..,.
!:rimination? As a creative per
Fil?' Happ;nings_
.,
son, I feel the need to work with
other creative people. The projects
,. ,,l\[iss Mass, English Department;. invites all students
ADS works on are good ones, and
,,
(Continued fr?m fage 1) ,
, ·
working on t hem, I feel, would to gather round the new Film Bulletin Board near the
,,. ,. greatly aid my growth as an ad English Department where they will find news of films
for establishment of an urban ass1,stanc(l project.
Plans for initiati�n of a Proinil-i�nt Speakers Series were vertising woman.
and film happenings from all over town.
Yet, because I'm a woman, I'm
fuither discussed �t the,last rne1eting. Richard Feldman, in
Thanks-,. very much.
Advertising
no
is
There
exclutled.
ch[J,;rge of this program, sponsore,d a successful, rnption to
Sorority - and there shouldn 't·===========================
contact a list of notables. Conspicuous in group was the name be one. AdvertisiJ1g students need
of �ilton Friedman, Paul Samu'e!son, Margaret J,VIeac;"le, Paul the exchange of male and female
Baruch Students Give Blood
Goqdman, and I. F. Stone The first engagement will be s1hed point of view. Going to college is
supposed to be a learning exper Evening Session Students Who Grace C. Gregoire, Joseph Hel·uled following the Easter-Passover holiday.
Co11-ti;i,buted to Blood Bank
man, James J. Lodato, Bruce G.
ience - fol' women as well as for
The n.ext GSA Board meeting will pe conducted Tues9ay men. I appeal to students and fac.
AJillibQny Baird, Barry B. Cohen, I Kashoff, Nic hol as Manos Joel Pa..
.
evening at 8:30 in room 304 of the Student Center. Cunous ulty truly interested in the learn- Robert Dunn, Thomas Ebe1·s , Law- !jalowitz, Reuben Samu�), Frank
rence Forneris, Joel I. Gordon, Small, Paul Thompson.
(Centinued on Page 5)
students (or vice versa) are invited to attend.
1
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Relax
With
Chess

Page Three

I'd Rather Be Right Than...
By HERB ROTHMAN

Remember Hegel's fascinating theory of the dialetic?
Would you like to escape?
,Many st udents have been asking me to de fine exactly
Thesis, antithesis, synthesis. Must have be en exposed to it Would you like to forget about the
back in your undergraduate days when you were taking one mail s trike, the subways, the what the Libert arian-Conservative is, and how he differs
of those time-wasting electives designed to broaden your bombs, the war, and your mid from the run-of-the-mill ever yday conservative. I feel I can
world view. A rare moment in academic life may be at hand, terms? If you fit this picture of best answer this question by r eprinting my Nov. 10, 1969
an ev ening student with no time
what with the looming contest between support ers and op to spare, then th e panacea you article. For those students who have not pre viously read t his
article before, I hope this will, enlighten you.
ponents of that gadfly of us all THE THESIS.
need is chess. More p eopl e are
Whv has the issue arisen?
misinformed on chess than pracThere is a dissidence on the right. This ideological
Many students fe�l that the tives. I include the latter because tically any other subject except schism is comprised of many factions - traditionalist, lib
thesis is unnecessarily incompat I feel it might be of benefit to marijuana. Did you know that so'%
ertaria n, fusionist, and, that group which finds i tse lf on all
ible with their life styles. The learn how they vie iv its impor- of the ch ess played in the United
_ e, anarchist. A knowledi.r
_ e of
graduate students of Baruch col tance when studying a job appli- States is played by persons 1mder side s of the ideological t'rianirl
two of these factions, traditionalist and libertarian, is imlege are, for the very most part, cant's credentials. Naturally, this 25.
day laborers and night students. discussion ·would be open to an au- 11The ave�·age skitt!es game takes portant in· or der to under stand the conservative move ment.
The course material presented in dience. If any of you r eaders are only 35 mmu tes while the average
The traditionalist conser vative is satisfied with the
the classroom they can handle, but intirested in participating please game for national ranking takes
the thesis requirement destroys contact me through the paper.
2½ hours. (Less time than mon- status quo. He is happie st in a world without change; he
them. One professor told me that
Eventually, I hope to bring up opoly) fiv e minute speed ch ess is opposes change - in fact fights it. The New York State Con
only one student in five graduates, th e matter before the Committee the favorite in clubs today. Blind- servative Party is compr ised mainly of the traditionalist
due chie:fly to the check thesis on Graduate Studies. It was only fold chess is outlawed in the So··
O f the wo,rd
places on them. (I am not able to lightly touched last Spring. No viet Union but legal in all other e1 e ment· It opposes a11 th'mgs that , bY def'm1t10n
substantiate this information b e decisions, as far as I can de- countries. Chess is also the second "c<;>nservative," it should champion. Traditionalists h ave
cause, surprisingly, the staff of te nnine, w ere made. I need some most active sport in the Soviet fixed impressions of what a conservative should look like this college does not have a pol more input and feed back from U nio
· g. short hair, clean shaven (slight moustache allowed, if it
_ n ex cludin· g :odka d�n 1 n
icy of intros pection - it does not you students and instructors if any it 1s much eas i·er to lea 1 " �han
do��
investigate itself - it apparently progress is to be made.
T not extend beyond th e lip), thre e-piece suit, spit-shined
bridge, pinochle, or many othe1·
does not beli eve in what you might
During my conversations on the games but of course is progr essivl- shoes, etc. The traditionalist conservative has fixed imprescall "market research.")
point of thesis, I asked one pro- ly more difficult to attain differ- sions of what .is right (usually far right) and what is wrong.
The thesis takes time. How much fessor why Baruch was doing so ent levels oi proficiency. If you According to h-is logic, alcohol- and cigarettes are acceptable,
on th e average? I tried to get th e little to cope with its problems. He feel that you are misinformed on marijuana is not; pre gnancy is (e xcept for unmarrieds)
information out of the registrar's replied that here at Baruch you chess, marijuana, or anything else, and abortion is not,, forced slavery (better known as mili
office and was informed that such are dealing with a ring of stop by the Chess Club on Thursr
data ,vas not available and that "dinosaurs." They'r e over-weight, day or Friday night 6-10 P.M., tary conscription ) is, a complete volunte er army' is not.
the staff was too small to cull in immobile, and small-minded. An- Eoom 403 in the Student Genter. He trosexuality is homosexuality is not; total obedience to
formation like this. The assistant other blamed th e administrative IF;t'� cl�1 an � en·1tal hea1�th at no cost. the law (howe ver unjust the law may sometimes be) is and
Dean's office i s still working on sloth on Baruch's function as a i ee nst1uct ons fo all students. peaceful prote st is not. Unfortunate]¥ the traditionalist con
"political dumping ground.'' We
it.
servative vie ws all those who agree with his narrow-minded
are saddled with people who have
Thesi s is u ele s?
philosophy as bei ng right and all those opposed to his views
their focus on otj\er affairs, on
their
as being wrong. To be wrong on the traditionalist right autoMany feel the thesis is a us(l; other problems. Baruch is not
y
e
th
s
ar
e
at
h
e
bailiwick.
b
e
tru
The
Care
.
Health
e
rcis
ady,
e
less ex
Alre
matically me ans that you aie either a "kook, pinko, or comAdministration and the Education emanate from drutrts in Washingmie" (N.Y. Daily New s, October 15, 1969, Editorial). There
department no longer demand it ton, in .Albany, or in City Hall. So
,is little or no , tolerance in the traditionalist camp.
are over-cautiou s, fearing
for their degree. There is a belief the
Once again the Department of
e
1
e
j
that its investigative basis, is at
• The libertarian, however, is a free _ thi_nker. He _beli eves'
i!: Student Personnel Ser�ices brings ,
fm! /�: ��etu��
1
e
w
0
,;�:\):,����� �� 1:e�.t�d.1:!�iet�;.J:s t::t�����;���t:�:����
f!��- e�! ��v !xi�ts�i;�� 1
over which the student-detective sign on the west �latfor�, of the time the country o,f origin ·is Is- , it �e f_eder�I, state or local_, sl;10uld �10t tell him w h�re to live,
labors so diligently and the re- 23rd St. Lex st0P �till says Baruch rael _ a nation of paradox, a ' w ho his fri ends should be, w f1at he 1s allowed to dr mk, smoke
suits derived are usually nugatory. School_ pf the City College.)
1\ewcomer on the scene, vibrant or eat, 'whe th er his girl friend must have the baby (it is
Just finger through the thesi s
:vith the youthful spirit _of pioneer- her decision and only her decision to make ), which way to
Sentimentalizing
catalogue in the library, if you're
mg and at th,e same t;me as old
sexually how he should ·dress' look' or spe ak. He be , " I,Ancl ,. believe me,,1,I'm not sen- and venerablre as the Bible, a peo- s.w inoin doubt.. ,
. .
"' .
'
And who uses the information tinentalizing Th question i s not pie living under the axe of vio- h eves m the supenonty of only one race - t he human race.
after it's b een as embled? There one of '"D uty, Htn�r, and �aruch," J enee yet greeting· each other in He differs from the new leftist iJ;i. only one way - he ad
are vaults of data collected air nor does it have 'any tliing to do ev eryday speech· with the ancient vocates i::hange through l egislation and not thr ough re volu
over this country and its valu e with chauvanistic flag-waving for �ebr_ew word �or peace ; a populai about equal to that of urban the dear ol' alma mater.That stuff t 0n immersed rn th e task of wrest- tion. Although he opposes 1constricting legislation, he realsludge. And one day it too may is for the insecure. No, just give /, a livelihood from barren s-oil ize s, nonetheless, that t.blis is the only way to bring about
present society with the same dis- me a faculty and cui \·iculm;n suited ;e1 taking time to create painting� constr uct ive change. "The "ends" of ,the libertarian conser v
1
posal problems.
to my needs, in my time. Let's that lift the spirit above the battle ative and the .new�leftist are basically the sam� -.,- only th e
If you think about the thesis' have a living coll egil'.·
"me ans" d1·ffer.
1'f9r/urvival ·
raison d'etre, you may notice a
And it is wo1th fighting for. A
The libertarian persists in t oday' s politicwl struct ure ,
D��ipherment , , .
distinct inconsistency or flaw ap- coeval I spoke to last �J�'fk menpears. If scientific research is tioned that anything woith fightEach of u s must read' _for our- de spite or ganiz�d attempts on the par t.1.of, i ntolera nt tradiwasn't
why
ing for is worth cheating for - selves the message on canvas or tionalist s to purge him from national or stat ewide conserv
really so :important,
this objective attended to in the so he put an extra few question- stone. The act of deciph e1'ment is
ative movements. H e has infiltr ate d (a good traditionalist
stude11t's undergrad period? Why naires in the ma.ii box. W ell that's
·
not easy. Th e Rosetta stone of huwait until the end of the masters one approach ll!IJ..d it's said that it man \imaginptiv eness i s not an w ord) t� e U nit�d Sta,te s Senate, C ongress, and the vanoas
regiment to apply this seemingly frequently gets, quick results. But open book. But there are certain state and ioaa1 legislatures.1'''The libertarian bills are just now
supreme test. I would think that I don't think that anyon e should
assumptions we can bring to the coming to the f19or . On the national le vel the libertarian
if it w ere truly so almighty it worry that cheating will be resort- task that make the myslery in- has p:r:oposed the follow g:
in
would be served in the undergrad- ed to on the students pa1t. But telligible. Unl ess he is simply an
in the event, we would have some
uate curriculum.
Th� ·Vol1,u1teer Military Act of 1968. A lottery system
mirror of some other
a
imitator,
Maybe the prec eptors of the fine models to emulate - the fac- human being's perceptions, the ar- of con ··iption, although fairer than our present system,
nineteenth century had the right ulty and administration. There are tist always reveals himself _ his is still constription .:_ let us not forget that. They have also
s
e
s i
1
product is a record of the past introduced legis1ation asking for the legalization of marii�=�i�u'�:!� :0!:rr�!�h:':���J!: !�-ou::i?ere �t�� on ; h;: to
imprinted on his unconscious, a
""·ee upon their graduates for hip-boots to survive. This is a bus- response to the world around him, juana, and a more· constructive Social Security program.
b'
'staying alive and out of trouble iness college and yet few, if any of wheth er a comment of glad welOn the New York State level the liber tarian has profor three years after graduating the business techniques taught come or a retort to what he finds posed:
from the lecturn are eYl}ployed in offensive. Even if his creation i s
from college . . .'"
Abortion re form legislation, not only in cases of rape
You may recall that the last is - its operation. Departments are an effort of withdrawal from what
sue of The Reporter contained a generally isolated from each other, he finds in his ambience, it is and incest or if the pregnancy is harmful to the he alth of
full-page questionnaire about the the student i s an unknown quan- nevertheless a discourse on hi s the mother, but whenever a woman wants it. Who the hell
thesis. It's still too early to make tity (I repeat, the administration universe.
does the State think .it is by trying to tell a woman she must
an assessment because a!J of· the has not even researched its cus
is the challenge I have bear her baby whether she wants to or not. This legislation
returns have not been receiv ed. tomers). It reminds me of the This
fo
und in all the exhibits presented
was "aborted" by the "conservative" members of the State
century
enth
e
ninet
of
s
politic
The postal strik e may have screwat the Student Center. To others
ed things up a little. But I can China with its quarrelsome war
Assembly. It is, a moot point whether these noble assembly
the
chall
enge may lie in a wider
say that the response was inter- lords and "stoned" dynasty in arc of directions; the sparks struck men are w orking for their constituent s, or because of an an
e ting. Percentage wise, I gue ss Peiping.
All is not hopeless, of course. It by the swirl of form or the array tiquated Church which continues to lobby strongly because
you'd have to term it a flop; th ere
of color may illumine for them it refuses to recognize that its dogma ne eds revision. The
were about a hundred responses never is. But its only when y'ou
.
dark corners of experience b eyond
(as of Friday, i.e.). But this i s show the minion ' hat you are, my awareness. But I, for one, can libertarian introduced community control le gislation ("Oh
you'll
that
off
d
se
pis
ay,
s
we'
shall
that
r
e
consid
you
n
e
wh
significant
my heavens, Eartha, J r th6t1ght 'power t o the people' was a
not
help
but
look
at
the
brain
mail is so infrequently received see any results. This rcan be done children of these a1tists without new le ff·ldea;' ) whfch:· at the time, included a good, work
in response to anything appearing in the classrooms, - i1 the -d-epart asking myself: What is their world
in thi s newspaper.On that criteria, ments, in the administrative of al}d with what breed of hu manity able school de centralization · pi·qposal (re cipe for ch'aos:
t ake one·good school decentralizati'on proposal writte n oy·a
fices, in the letters· io the editors
the enterprise was a score.
is it inhabited?
At the moment I anJ considering of the student and daily new sconservative, and ad·d'rm� "'good, pr ogressive liberal" Mayor
o matter what the answer, the
the thought of for111ing a panel to pap�rs, in your letter s'fo. t lie: Bo'ard
t
o implement it). Libertarians have re commended liberal
smfaces of human space are endiscuss the issue of the thesis. It of H1gher Education. ,And etc.
izati'on (if the English language could claim one wortl as the
would be composed of faculty, stu- The fruit which will tacc'rue to larg ed and deepened.
T.
(C9nt;\n.u e_d on Page 4)
-Prof. Aaron Levenst e in
dent , and busin�ss r epres_e�� ,,1 (Continu·ed on Pa!te 7)
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OPINION
By ZAVE UNGER

The next two meetings planned
are especially interesting and in
The telephone service here in Fun City is, to put it quite bluntly,
formative. Mark your calendar to lousy. Thls failure to communicate i s both annoying and irritating,
be in the Marble Lounge, Student
especially when something urgent arises and the need to conmmnicate
The wind care ssed the treetops, the moon was playing Hide 'n' Center at 8:4 5 on:
MARCH 24 for the film Men of is essential.It's not just the fact that there is no dial tone when you
Seek with the cloud s.The courthouse was silent and dark. Nothing
stirred. Behind the courthouse two teem-agers whispered together. Accounts produced by the Amer need one, or the fact that your private conversation suddenly becomes
An observer might have seen some strange movements. Then both ican Institute of Certified Public a party call, or that you ring someone for hours and then find out
figures fell to the ground. Some time later one of the figures rose Accountant s.
April 7 for Me ssrs.J..Crantz & that it never rang over there, or that you make a call and get con
and tried to arouse the other.All at once he started running toward
L. Schneider of Alexander Grant nected to the wrong party and the wrong place, or that you dial a
the nearest phone.
A. (dead on arrival) at the hospital. Charlie & Co. who will be showing the friend and it just won't ring.What REALLY bothers u s, are the multi
O.
The friend was D.
was placed under arrest for homicide. What really happened that film Computer and the Accountant. million dollar corporations. They can afford buildings costing over
1ught? Charlie's friend received an OD (overdose) of Heroine.A nice Discussion will follow.
$ 50 million, but when it comes to installing a telephone, they sud
fantasy? The workings of Reuben's imagination? Not at all! The
denly get cheap. They install only one telephone number and make
above s tory is completely tiue.This story i s far from the worst of
extensions. Then when someone call s up (and you never reach the
it ..."12 YEAR OLD BOY DIES OF OVERDOSE," "16 YEAR OLD
party you want on the first try) they shift you from extension to
GIRL .. . AN ADD ICT . . . RUNS AWAY FROM SUCCESSFUL
PSYCHIATRIST FATHER'S HOME" the headlines blare their sick
exten sion until you get the party you want.Department stores do this
ening tale daily.Yet what are we doing to prevent it?
constantly.They make you so tired that you hang up, whlch is what
Some illegitimate child has grown up and become the vendor of
they want in the first place. Thls may be all right for department
goodies to preteen-age children. This bastard has sold your children
stores, but when other organization s try the sam� technique, it could
and mine down the drain for a few lousy bucks.And the silent major
ity ...do nothing! I can understand when society allows racketeers Producers John Yorke and Don lead to di sa strous results. Suppose the police department tried it.
to run cities (like Newark), I can comprehend when America's masses Saxon have announced the signing Someone may call up to report a crime, and by the time he reaches
allow loan sharks, mafia-controlled busine ss enterprises and public of Jeanne Beauvais for the role the right party, the statute of limitations is up.
official s who are constantly on the take to survive. But this society of Madame Dubo1met in the San
However, let us take a different case.President Nixon has received
has absolutely sunk to its lowest depths when it allows the pervaying dy Wilson musical of the roaring
20's, "The Boy Friend," whlch secret word that Russian tuna boats strayed half mile into American
of hard drugs to CHILDREN.
s
reader
you
of
any
changing
of
s
delusion
opens April 14 at the Ambassa territorial water s.He immediately reache s for the "hot-line," and the
I certainly have no
into anti-crime heroes. When society ... yours and mine . . . falls dor Theater on Broadway. Miss following conversation ensues : "Hello, hello. Hey, who's on the line?
apart, when every second pre-high school child die s of exce ssive Beauvais has performed in such ... Mrs.Hickel, what are you doing on this phone? ...I don't care
u seage of Coke (cocaine), H (heroine), Acid (LSD ... which can be widely diverse field s as drama,
very dangerous when it s use i s unsupervi sed), Speed Ups, Downs and musical comedy, review, opera, if your husband IS the Secretary of the Interior ...What do you mean,
all-aro1rnd s. When all this ha s come to pass and a small group of light opera, concerts, and exper who is this? ...This is the President ...No, President Nixon ...
child-killer s speak platitude s and ride a.round in their .Cadillacs, who imental theater. She has played That's N-I-X-O-N ...Ye s, yes . .But, Mrs.Hickel, you'll have to
can you blame?
such varied roles as Jenny in get off the line ...This is NOT a "party'' line ...Of course, your
"Samuel is an alarmist," you may say. Well, friends, check your "Threepenny Opera," Sonia in
police record s. Ask the local narc (narcotic s officer) how available "The Merry Widow," Maria in bridge club is important . ..Yes, Mrs.Hickel, yes . ..If there's one
all of the se hard drug s are to children. Then stop and think. The "We st Side Story," Tuptim in think I'm for, it's bridge clubs.And let me make that perfectly clear
child, your child, who yesterday bl·ought home his first report card, "The King and I," and Lady Lar ... Well, all right.but please hurry ... (waits) .. . Hello, operawho laughed joyously as he climbed the jungle jim in the back of ken in "Once Upon a Mattress." tor ...This is the President ... Nixon ...N-1-X-O-N ...Right ...
your apartment house, who just thi s morning proudly showed you his Miss Beauvais appeared as Adele
report card, i s lying dead ... cold dead ... at the morgue with an in the opera "Fledermaus " and re Yes, I 'm the Nixon who's the one ...You don't like the ABM? ...
overdose of something-or-other.Doe s it have to smack you in the face. cently made her New York solo Or Haynesworth? ... Or Carswell? ... Or ME? . .. All I want
like a wet fish in order to make you respond? Must you be begged debut at a concert in Carnegie to do i s make a call ...What do you meant by that? ... Now, see
to take action?
Hall. Composer Virgil Thompson here.I am the Pre sident ...(click) ...(He gets another operator).
Certainly some of you must be aware that in middle class com- selected Miss Beauvais to sing his ...Hello, operator? ...Are you conservative? ...No,I'm not being
munities, any sort of dlug i s quickly available to school-age chi!- French song s to Gertiude Stein fresh ... I'm serious . .. Just answer me, plea se . . . O.K. V ry
dren.If you or I wanted to take a drug we would face great diffi- texts under a Ford Foundation good ...Now, can you please place a call for me? ...I'm the Presiculty obtaining this d1ug without going through our physician. This grant to the Metropolitan Opera dent ... No.Pre sident Nixon ...That's N-I-X-O-N ...No, ma'am,
Hubert did NOT win ...Well, I would suggest that you place it 11cxt
is not true for our children. Anything you need can be supJ>lied by .Studio.
t? your Dewey button ...I'm ju st trying to be helpful ...Well, I'd
your kids. Think about that. Thlnk about what chance your son and
like to talk to Mr ..
Alexei Kosygin in Moscow ...Oh, that's the over
daughter do have ... or if they're too young ... will have, if we
sea s operator .. .O.K....Hello, is thi s the over sea s operator? ...
don't stop thi s disaster now.
Oh,you're just changing shifts ...
If all of the above i s a little hard to believe, stroll down to your
Ye s, I'll wait ...(waits.
) ...Hello,
are you the overseas operator? ... No, you're the ocelot trainer on
local police station some night next week. A sk to see any policeman
Fire Island ...O.K.I'll call back somet.i ...Oh, you're only joking ...
that might deal with the drug problem about what he has seen. If
Of course, you're not an ocelot trainer .. . I see . .. What do you
you still feel apathetic ... then you de serve what you get.
mean I have no sense of humor? ...I tell very ,very funny jokes ...
The Graduate School Ac Ask Spiro ...What do you mean,Spiro who? ...How many Spiro's
do you know? ...Who am I? ...I, am the President ...Pre sident
counting Society has been Nixon
...That's N-I-X-O-N ...(aside: Boy I feel like Henny Younginvited by the Evening Ses man) ...I'd like to speak to
Alexei Kosygin in Moscow ... No, I
sion group to see the film don't know the number ...No, I don't know the address ...But, it's
1;L
t
the
Kremlin
. . . No, that is NOT one of my very, very funny
"Men of Account" on Tues
day, March 24 at 8:45 P.M. Jokes ..._Hey, stop laughing ... I am the President ..Hey, c'mon
By PAUL GUZZARDO
Oh, give me another opertaor....Well, all right. But will you
in the Marble Lounge of ...
help me? : ..I don't know the number or anything ...Well, why don't
the Students Center.
you look m the Red Pages under 'dictator.' . . . Yes, that is one of
my funny jokes ...(click.) ...Hello, hello ...Oh, I thought that
I NE:mD YOUR LOvtlNG
you had gone ... No more funny jokes, I promi se .. . You'll give
me the Moscow operator ...O.K....Hello, Moscow ...Ye s, I'm the
Last Night under the Blue Moon I began Tossin' and Turnin',
Pre sident ...Aren't you going to ask me my last name and how to
thinking of My Summer Love (Charlie Brown).Mama Said, Just Be
spell it? ... Oh, you know me from Laugh-I n . . . Well, no.
T1ue or He Will Break Your Heart. I'm So Lone some, I Could Cry,
Come
to trunk of it,I haven't heard of you ...Well, I'm sorry.I jus t want
Becau se, I was just Going Out of My Head over him. I was on my
to talk _to Aleksei Kosygin in Moscow ...Oh,hello ...This i s Presi19th Nervous Breakclon when I cried Help! since Any Day Now, They're
dent Nixon ... That's N-I-X-O-N .. . Don't you read the papers?
Coming To Take My Away.I needed a Vacation On A Sunny After
...Well,I just wanted to tell you that your Tuna ...Oh, you know
noon I Went to the Bus Stop and cried 96 Tears as I rode Downtown
...And I wanted to surpri se you ... How'd you find out? ...You
On Broadway.I got off at South Street & walked up to Washington
read it in yesterday's papers? . . . Have I been on the phone that
Square. I met Patches & she drove me in her Little GTO across to MOND<AY, MARCH 23
Finley
College,
City
FILM
long? . .. hat do ? ou mean, if our ph_one is so slow, why do we
Palisade s Park. We were having a Heat Wave as expected when you
.
Ballroom, "Vali, Witch of Posi call it the _;¥
Stay in the Summer in the City.I anivecl at a Quarter To Three only
hot-lme .K . . We swiped 1t from the Pentagon you
' ·
tano." 3 and 8 p.m.Tickets:
)
dummy ...(click.
to see Everybody, Dancing In the Street.I got Hungary, & went Under
$1.0 0.
the Boardwalk for some Green Onions & Mashed Potatoes with Gravy.
Then, Sitting In The Park, eating my Bread & Butter with Peanut
LECTURE - · ew York City
Butter, I became ill since I drank some Dirty Water.I finally safecl my
Community College, amm Hall,
(Continued from Page 3)
Hunger with Sukiyaki Dominique, the Duke of Earl thought he wa s
.
e
a
height of bastardization, this is it) of the State Penal ode
from
Cat
Alley
an
wing
o
th1·
by
s
Kick
his
got
he
aid
s
he
Funny, when
:i���t ;��::�:
�n ��h�
Upon the Roof.I had to Runaway before l would be Hurt So Bad from
,,
dealing
in
with
narcotics
.
offenders and homosexuals.
Copywn·tei.. 10 · 30 a.m.
hi s Shotgun that went Bang, Bang.I passed a Mockingbird and a Devil
·
On
the
local
With A Blue Dress who became Uptight when El Watusi gave his Last TUESDAY MARCH 24
level,
libertaria
ns have implemented leg.
_
'
Kiss to Donna. Th Prima Donna, Together with a Shout they yelled
CO C1".RT - Brooklyn College, 1slat10n to ease oppressive �ent control. Remember, this is
Do Wah Dicldy Dicldy. As I Remember (Walking in the Sand), I saw
G:ers!1W1n Theatre, Paul Jacob s, the only World War II "pnce freeze" which hasn't thawed
a Stranger On the Shore up against the Ebb Tide, Beyond the Sea.It
out because ?f yolitical pressure. With prices skyrocketing
p�an�s t, and Ke�neth Bowen,
was Night Time & A Thousand Stars clotted the sky.As I got closer,I
m. Tickets: $2.0 0. �verywhere, 1s 1t any wonder that over fifty
st, 8p.
piani
saw the I mage of A Girl.As I got closer, this is what happened:
thousand build
I-Hey Girl! I (who have nothing) would Like It Like That if
mgs have been abandoned in ew York ity over the past
FILl\I _ City College. See
you
s e
e
y�ar because landlords could not make ends meet. The ob
Mar.23li sting.
_
o�\v� ;t �t;�;,;· r;:��·et?
v10us result is
a severe housing shortage which could be al
Girl - Hit the Road, Jack,I Know you're ju st A Well-Respected THURSDAY, MARCH 26
leviated
i� these buildings were restored to the free market
Man.
FIL 1 - Lehman College, Gillet
_
system.
Libertan
ans have �!so attempted to revise the pres
I-Oh, o, Baby Blue.I Get Around, I'm The Boy From New York
Auditorium, Kinetic Arts
City.
e�t court procedm:e and will be proposing a revision of the
Series, nine shorts, 6 p.m.
I-Tell Me Why, Foolish Little Girl, Why Don't You Believe Me.
Tickets: $1.0 0.
City Charter makmg the City Council more representative
Girl-I Don't Know Why.
of the people.
ATURDAY, MARCH 2
I-I'm the notorius Killer Joe.
Girl-(Sercam s) Come See About Me, Baby.
CO CERT - Queens College,
If you would like to know more about libertarianism
Colden Center, Orchest1-a
I-What's Your Name?
- its goals, beliefs and future legislation - write to me in
Sinfonia di Como.$8.30 p.m.
Girl-Sherry.
(Continued on Page 7)
Tickets: $4.0 0, 3.50, 3.0 0.
care of this newspaper.
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ANOTHER FACE
Barbara Pick

The billiard parler was filled with an excitement of
competiti ?n. F:ach person felt his own adreneline being
used to its highest capacity. Cheeks were flushed red,
and eyes were streaked red from the cigar, pipe and cig
�rette smoke. Quite a few palms, under arms and upper
bps were sweaty from the heat that the crowd emitted.
Sounds of chalking
the poles were heard, intermixed with
_
the �onnechons of the pole with the balls. A low murmer
of hiss� s, boos, and encouragements spread over the room.
The w111dows were freezing due to the intense heat in
the room and the freezing cold to be felt in the night's air.
_
Outside, two shadowy figures were reflected by the
n�on street lamp. Her seafarers billowed by the cruel
wind. S�e shuffled her feet to the beat of the music, heard
This week the Reporter had
_
fa111tly 111 the apartment over the drugstore. With her
the pleasure of my presence,
long, straight brown hair tucked in her collar, a long
as Evening Club co-ordinator
crocheted maroon and white scarf was thrown over her
at the presses. At first, for
shoulders. The waist-length maroon wet-look piled jacket
you Accounting Majors, the
showed off the contours of the body. Her hands were
staff was taking an audit of
tuffed in _ l:er pants pocket. She looked straight ahead
.
their operations.
Knowing �
111 the 111�111ity of space ... His dark brown eyes wide
nothing about layout, lino
- open, 111tensely stared, while his thoughts wandered
types, piece laying of finished
and bounce
_ _d into the life span of past, present, and fu
stories, and advertisments, I
ture.Obhv10us to the extreme cold of the night he kept
TOP EGRET
found it most interesting to
"Cautiously, careful not to make a sound, I dig into my pocket see how we go to press. Each his pea jacket unbuttoned. A yellow and blue scarf
for the thin telescope especially designed for use in keyhole espionage.
warmed his naked and exposed neck. Automatically one
I attach it to the keyhole of the thick polished pine door, adjust the Friday Evening, the staff of foot rubbed the other foot, because of the itchy wool
lens, fasten to it the simultaneous voice amplifier and am ready for the REPORTER meets at the sweat socks. He was seeking, desiring, and wanting. A
business. Still cautiously I bend an eye to the end of the telescope and press at 5 P.M. in the Even
peer through it into the room. The room is oak-paneled with a lac ing. They bring all the colums moment of desire trickled into feelings, as he saw a sil
houette.
quered mahogany conference table in the middle, a row of straight
and ads presented to the staff
backed chairs on each side and a plush wing chair at the head. Seated
The game was over, The rusty radiators could be
during
the
week
to
the
Print
around the table are nine people, four on each side and one whose
heard knocking and crackling.A feeling of coldness was
face is constantly in the shadows at the head. I can see, though, that ers Office. The type is set-up,
the person seated at the head, who obviously is the chairman, is a run-off, and then proof read felt as the door was opened. The force that united every
tocky man, is wearing a dark vest, the gold chain glinting as it by the staff, before the Edi one was no longer present. Each person was to walk out
into his own individual secluded self as if no unifying at
rosses the buttons, sinuating itself into the hip pocket. All of them,
e:i cept for a crawny little man seated third on the right side of the tor, Jay Siegel, assembles the mosphere drew together each person. The need was gone,
chairman, are smoking and a pall is already suspended near the ceiling. material on layouts. Each ar felt for that moment but never to be experincd again.
"The introductions over ( which, incidentally, I missed while ad- ticle will fit precisely on the
Both the boy and girl looked into one another. A slow
usting the equipment), they immediately get down to business. The mats after selected. All even
man directly to the right of the chairman, blocked almost entirely by ing this goes on until the late smile spread over their faces, finally a laughter of joy
him, climbs (literally) to his feet, but before he does so, he inhales
echoed the street.The wind no longer whirled its powers
deeply on his pipe and slowly, lwn.ufously releases the trapped smoke. hours. This week I left with The night became still and warmed, as two bodies clung
He clears his throat.'Ahr-umph.' (If only the chairman would cease most staff members at 11:30 to one another.Holding one another at arms length with
belcl1ing forth smoke like -a chimney, I might be able to see who- the P.M. Only Jay Siegel, Herb ·
peaker is.) In a deep voice, he announces that at the last meeting Rothman, and the Printers their finger tips slightly touching.
"Hand reaching hand,
t was resolved that some mmecessary courses would be dropped from stayed behind to finish up the
Reaching out.
he curriculum requirement. However, he adds solemnly, since the
tudents have been so quiet and have behaved so civilly it is only fair, paper. Six-and-a-half hours of
Touching me
n his opinion, they should be rewarded. He suggests, therefore, that unpaid service per students
Touching you"
since students like and need additional courses, the best reward would adds up to a lot of dedication
was heard. Two trees were seen on the next street. One
be replacing the old unnecessary ones with new necessary ones.
- believe me! ! But the experi had its branches intertwined with one another, and the
"'Yay!' they all exclaim in unison.
ence of being part of the "AC beginning of blossoms could be seen. While the other tree
"A lit"tle man seated second from the left rises self-importantly,
deposits his thick cigar in the ashtray, brushes off the bottom of his TION" cannot be taken away. stood with its branches apart, a,ppearing straight, tall and
acket and begins. 'You are truly perceptive, Dr. .
' (who?) The I enjoyed each moment, and strong.
peaker, I can see, has a glistening bald pate, but his facial features found out that I can contri
are lost in the haze beginning to settle on everything in the room like bute also. The staff alwaysi========================
a patina.'The students,' he continues, 'can only profit from additional
courses, especially if we are available to give them instruction, the requests new students to join;
benefit of our experience and superior knowledge.' Here he flushs, but so if you are interested, try
nly slightly. 'The new courses, I believe, unlike the discarded ones, it - it can't hurt you. You'll
must perforce be challenging ones and difficult; they cannot, and must receive satisfaction of partici
not, be easy. Only in suc]1 a way will the students get their just pating and being part of a
By EARL SURI
deserts for their impeccable behavior. Therefore, my suggestion is that
the new coul'Se, or courses, be either in Math or English, because TEAM AT WORK.
experience has shown that most Baruch students are weakest in these
two subjects.' Having said all this with every bit of melodrama he
In last week's column I raised the question as to how a judge
could muster to it and with all its loudly exaggerated gesticulations,
should handle a situation in which the defendants deliberately at
he sinks back down lin1ply into his seat, making a synchronized grab
(Continued from Page 2)
for his thick cigar, desperation showing in his face.
tempted to disrupt judicial proceedings.
"With a cloud hanging low like an early morning mist, they vote. ing process to apply pressure to
A New York Times editorial on Thursday, March 5, 1970 disclosed
t was agreed that for the time being only one course would be added - ADS to admit women to its ranks.
Jo David that Supreme Court Justice John Murtagh has come up with a novel
in either Math or English.Math wins, because, as they reason out loud,
solution. In his courtroom encounter with the thirteen Black Panthers,
Math bas proved itself to be more troublesome for the average Ba-.
To the Editor:
he simply had them returned to jail, en masse, until they agreed to
ruchian.
It was with some dismay that sign statements stating they will behave themselves.
"The chairman leans back in his chair, hooks his thumbs into the
rmholes of his vest, gables his hands over his ample belly, pats it I read Mr. Rothman's column last
Neeedless to say, this solution raises problems for all concerned.
ontently, then abruptly sits up. His voice starts out as a low rumble, week and his comments concern
0011 swells into a powerful cascading waterfall.'We shall have a new ing Mr, Sweid's action as a mem The courts are obligated to make every effort to prevent disorderly
required Math course. However' - the voice pauses for a moment, ber of Student Council at Council's defendants from disrupting proceedings and, at the same time, assure
then rolls on - 'as this is primarily a business school, the new Math last meeting-; i.e., the censuring of a speedy and just trial. Justice Murtagh's solution raises what could
course ,\ill be business oriented.' The Voice is silent, seemingly en the Reporter by Council for an become not only a political but also a constitutional question. As
apology that was printed in the pa
gulfed by the swirling smoke.
stated by the Times editorial, ". . . indefinte detention of accused
' 'Humbly I would like to suggest that it be a course in Statistics,' per two weeks ago, and which ap
volunteers an overeager toady seated immediately to the left of the peared to indicate that The Re persons is a negation of the right to a fair and speedy trial. Preventive
chairman, smiling fawningly, his paunch as well as his head lost in porter was apologizing for Student trial is another version of preventive detention and does not advance
the lower reaches of atmosphe1ic fog. 'The courses in Stat. are real Council. Docs Mr. Rothman feel the course of justice."
tough in general and the new one can be made even tougher - a most that Mr. Sweid's position on The
An alternative proposed by constitutional authorities is to have
Reporter negates his responsibili
fitting reward for oul' sterling students, no?'
the unruly defendants tried on contempt charges, on an individual
"'Yes,' proclaims the Voice, 'Statistics it shall be.' And Statistics tiese as a member of Student �>a�is with imprisonment or fines being based on the degree of the
!
Council?
it is.
md1vidual's actions.
Considering the fact that you
"A simper on his face, Toady ventures onward eagerly: 'Let's
A procedure such as the above would do two things:
throw in an e:>..·tra bonus. Let's make it an extl'a-hour course. Very and Mr. Rothman were both pres
1. It does not lump all the defendants together but guarantees
proper as a reward and also very sound educationwise.' He smiles ent when Council voted to censure
that they be judged on an individual basis.
beautifully, his triple jowls rubbing against one another, quivering The Reporter, I am left wondering
2.
It prevents the courtroom from being turned into a judicial
as to why The Reporter has not
with obviou delight, overwhelmed with the force of his brilliance.
jungle.
"'An e.'\:cellent idea! squeals an unusually thin man from the far as yet printed a retraction of its
3. It ensures - for future generations - that a biased court
"apology.'' Could . it be that the
ight side.
person
who
wrote
it
is
hoping
to
(of whatever leaning) will not use Justice Murtagh's precedent
on
high.
from
Voice
the
"'An e_.-._tra-hour it is,' decrees
means to deny any citizen the right to a fair and orderly
"They all rise, e.'\:cept for the chairman who remains seated, buy time by ignoring the matter,
fi�at
in
hopes
that
Student
Council
will
bulge,
smoke
leaning back in his seat comfortably patting his embattled
ext Week: The Rising Toll of Campus Diso1de1s.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)
Baruch';; Back Room Bureaucratic Blockheads
"It is a truism, of course, that the last people in ew York to be
consulted about the direction of their lives are the people themselves."
Thus began Pete Hamill's column in the Post on Jan. 19 of this year.
\Vhat he so eloquently stated about
ew York and its inhabitants
applies with equal force and validity to Baruch and its students.
E erybody here at Barnch, it se ms, has something to say - and,
indeed, is listened to - about the direction of our education and the
form it should take except we ourselves, even though it is we, the
students, who are most affected by what�ver is decided - for us. We
have no voice, because we - you and I - are too dumb to know what
lies in our best interests; we can only dance when the strings are
pulled, and �hat, sadly, is quite often, because that, according to some,
s the function of a student (to dance?). But they know, the fatheads
vith the stuffed hirts of the Banich bureaucracy, they know; they're
the smart ones - or didn't you know? After all, would they be in a
position of power if they didn't? You're darn tootin' they would, be
cause that is the nature of a bureaucracy: The empty heads and the
oadies land on top, the gutsy ones and the ones with backbone remain
bogged in the bedrock. Unfortunately.
A ecret Memo - Now Declassified
Since I did not witness them personally, it is impossible for me
o vouch for the authenticity of the events detailed in the memo that
ollows. I do know this for sure, though.that it's quite conceivable,
'f not probable, that they actually occurred.Authentic or not, here's
an ex.act copy of that memo.
XQB639042KZJ.SECRET AGE T 006½. EZRA BOND. APRIL 23, 1969

By GARY B. MEISEL
Have you ever been in a
newspaper plant? Did you
ever watch how your paper is
made? How this paper pre
pares the issues and enter
tainment in and around the
college- Let me tell you how
time consumming and reward
ing it can be to share experi
ences with the staff of our
PAPER at Baruch College.
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graph: Firstly, the "staff" didn't
demand anything. Since I am a
member of The Reporter Staff,
and since I voiced the loudest ob
jections to the platform which was
By SHELDON SWEID
put forward by the Editor, this
ONE STUDENT'S POI T OF REFERENCE
covers one of the inaccuracies.
•1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u1111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u111111111111111111 Secondly, since The Repo1ter al
ready has completest SIC autonomy
ONE STUDE 'T'S POI T OF REFERE -CE
wider its Charter, The Reporter
"I'd Rather Be Right" It is very flattering to have an entire
needs to demand nothing new in
column devoted to one's self. In the case of the last issue, which dealt
exclusively with 'Me,' I am very saddened by what was put into this direction, having had the full
print, for I would much rather that, in whatever Mr. Rothman might est independence ever since its
have to say, he would indeed be right. It is now embarrassing for both Charter to publish was granted!
of us, he and myself, to point up the 'wrongs.'
In the "Locus" columns of
I do not believe that Mr. Rothman has read one of my first mus March 2nd and March 10th, com
ings in this newspaper. It was then I commented that hate was ugly,
and why be ugly; that, rather than attack people, we attack ideas ... ment was made regarding the "dis
appearance" of The Reporter Con
So let us proceed.
On the topic of Marijuana, I have submitted a poem to The Re stitutjon, and the futility of de
porter, for which I trust it will have sufficient space. I want to thank manding that autonomy which one
Mr. Rothman for having been the catalytic agent for its inspiration. already has! Regrettably, when
The poem rebuts his Turpen Hydrate fallacy: I bought it, with Co.,
deine, without a prescription, on the night of SIC, and for which I the column went into more detail,
supplied a receipt.I checked with my own physician about the neces that section did not appear in
sity of a prescription for the non-codeine variety.
print, because it was lost at the
If any erorrs appeared in my column of which Mr. Rothman might printer's.
have been aware (I told him about the sources material), it was his
Confusion
job, ethically, to point out any shortcomings before the article went
into print.Since he is the Managing Editor, he might not have been
There seems to be some con
careful as he might, if it did slip through.I try to check the make-up
of the paper, SIC and, indeed, did the night the 1ast issue went to press fusion in the mind of whoever
- and read all articles as they are pasted up,. The remarkable thing wrote the Editorial referred (SIC)
that night was that whereas almost the entjre paper had been dummied to earlier regarding the meaning of
up by the time I left around 11 :20 p.m., nowhere was Mr. Rothman's autonomy. Whereas the original
column in evidence, so that I had no opportunity to key him on his Constitution and Charter of The
own inaccuracies.
On page 11, Issue 2, Fall 1969, of Perspectives on Drugs and Drug Publications Association stipulates
Use (Brooklyn College Advisory Committee on Drug Use and Educa a constiutency of seven undergrad
tion), we see the following: "There is no guarantee of what your uate members of Baruch College,
product ls. A.The strong point is the reference to an unscrupluous the Editor is now asking for (to
pusher ... i.e., a mix of marijuana and hashish or marijuana and quote from no. 3 of his demands)
opium - not 'pot' for hashish as there is a visible difference between
"a) Two faculty members selected
the two.
I am very grateful for the belated correction. Not having had any by the Dean of Evening Session.
broad experience with drugs additionaJ to rnY medicinal and dictionary b) A College administmtor to
contacts, I equated the dictionary definitions of heroin and morphine, serve as chairman of the Publica
both of which Webster defines in terms of opium derivatives. So, if tions Association (Method of se
A=B, and B=C; then, 'A must always equal C,' thought I. Heroin, lection to be determined at a later
incontrove1tably, appears as a powder, and is not smoked. My article date) c) Two undergraduate stu
was not concerned with the economics of drug addiction, even though dents-at-large cl) Two graduate
there is a very involved relationship.We're concerned with who smokes students-at-large.
pot and why; not why he pays for it. ·�,
The next paragraph then detailed
It does not require, that one must smoke marijuana to be able to the "purpose of the Publication
talk about the effects of marijuana: Must a physician have had the Association."
agonizing personal experience of a brain tumor to be able to operate
Question: How, by adding two
on one? Does the psychiatrist or analyst J1ave to undergo the .severe faculty members, selected by the
personality disturbances of a ps�,chotic state in order to help the Dean (not even by the students
afflicted? Must Mr. Rothman or myscllf have had an appendicitis,· or themselves!), a College adminis
an earache, or a toothache, in order to learn how to treat them? Non trator, and two graduate students
sense.
at-large, people who have no part
The writer of this column, having been one of the earliest pro in the present composition of The
ponents of the 'Opinion Poll,' made it his business to find out how Publications Association, do you
they are conducted, particularly the last one. Since :issuing question attain "autonomy?" It should seem
naires in excess of amounts, which are divisible by 100 makes mathe pretty obvious ' to anybody that,
SEND US
matical computation 'difficult,' for college students, when 100 question since you alrj!ady have an auton
17
naires were handed out, that was it! How simple to het (sic) percentai;es: omy sup�rvised by the undergrad
YOUR
distributed
questionnaires
100
With
even a four-yea1·-old could do it!
uate student body, the undergrad
AD-VERBIAL
to a student body of 6000, tell me, Mr. Rothman, where is your ob uate student body is going to wind
PUNS ABOUT
jectivity?
up with no autonomy at all except
CO!,LEGE
I would like to remind Mr.Rothman that, as mentioned in one of the autonomy o� self-strangulaMAJORS. IF
my columns, I ·want to be proud of The Repenter. But I cannot be tion !
PUBLISHED,
,.
Reporter, right or wrong.
WE'LL SEND
Graduate Tal<eover?
I advocated responsible journalism; and my objections, though
YOU A
a
am
I
Since
heavily.
and
loudly
times,
many
lone, were voiced,
and
Why should, �uch proposals have
REFRESHING
member of Student Council, and Student Council is the '1uling body' been put forward at all? I believe
REWARD.
of this College, my first responsibility goes to the student body; I the Editor of The Reporter, Mr.
therefore registe:;-ed responded SIC with a 'present but not voting,' as Jay Siegel, owes all of us an ex
COL�GE BOX 482
did Gary Meisels. In this way, I felt, I showed my sympathy for The Re planation. Since Mr. Siegel is
© Mliilffi BREW. CO.
po1ter, while at the same time, I could not condone the actions of the about to pecome a member of the
MILW., WIS. 63201
Repo1ter. Reasons: At no time during Council proceedings did either Graduating Class, and there are
Mr.Jay Siegel, or Mr. Herb Rothman apologize for the high-handed some additional members of The 1-------------------------
Reporter staff who, indeed, are
actions of The Reporter.
Yes, I was present when the Student Council thing went to press, graduating students, it might be and all of the powers we needed, Association is a long and interest
his simple reply was to the effect lng one. Since Mr. Siegel now has
but I asswned that there was truth to the premise on which it was that all of this could be pait of
a grand scheme for the graduates that nobody could find the Con- a copy of its Constitution, I trust
presented to us.
I was shocked when it came up in Student Council, but I am no to take over The Repo1ter entirely. stitution, the former Association that he has finally gotten arow1d
was 'dead,' and all the rest you to reading it. It should be a very
The graduate students, original
longer surprised.Let us look at The Reporter issue of Tuesday, March
have seen in print.
sobering experience.
10, which carries the following headline on page nine: "CUNY Agrees ly, were invited to contribute to
It was pointed out to Mr. Siegel
To deal with the remainder· of
The Reporter because they had no
With 'Repo1ter.'
"Repo1ter . . . is attempting to effect autonomy for ,all CUNY effective vehicle of their own. To that he, himself, had inherited the the problems now confronting the
publications ...Below is letter received from . . . Exec Secy of SAC. allow the graduate students to Magna Ca1ta, and what was he go- Student Body and the Publications
"Enclosed please find an invitation to a Conference for Editors 'take over' is certainly more than ing to do about finding it? Result: Association would consume many
an aggrandizement of the hospi I was appointed to sit on a com- more columns of this newspaper.
newspapers on March 16.
in-Chief of City University
"I would like 1 to arrange a meeting with you before that date to etality which was offered them in mittee to work out the 'objections,' Our first job is to act with ex
of the new P.A. What followed treme caution and legality.
good faith.
discuss your proposal for newspaper financing ..."
When printed, a copy of this
There are more smelly herrings was a frantic search for the origQuestion: Where in this letter does the sender, Mr. James Mc
to be found in what has trans inal document, which Mr. Siegel' article is to be sent to om· three
Carthy, Executive Secretary, agree with anything?
Mr. Hearst, in his own day, did a fine job at this sort of mis pired. I was under the impression undoubtedly could have found in Editors Emeritus who appear on
that we are all of us living in a the first place, had he taken the the Masthead of The Reporter. Ou1·
representation.
democracy. I was not consulted time necessary to follow through aim is to b come apprised of the
about the 'new' Publications Asso on his responsibilities and obliga- great traditions held by The Pub
lications Association, to obtain
ciation; at one or two 'meetings' tions.
We are living in an age fraught such documents concerning the As
of The Reporter Staff, the staff
The reader's attention is drawn to an Editorial, run was told of Mr. Seigel's plans for with 'lawlessness' - justified or sociation which might nol b in
in the February 16th issue of Reporter, whose title was forming a 'new' Association, ad not. But this is not sufficient ex- the archives of the Collep-e, and
vised all of us that we were cuse for us lo emulate it. One to hear the Editors' comment con
"Publication Autonomy Obviosuly Essential," and which pressed
for time, since the meet just doesn't decide, as a matter of cerning the r dundant, anar hion
opened: "In order to attain autonomy necessary for any ing was held amid the noise of convenienc , because it suit one's istic proposals which have he n
publication, The Reporter staff demands that the following the presses and the linotype ma needs, to disregard tr·adition, lo put forward, through the medium
chines, and that "all those in fa disregard the hard work of others of our progressive Report.er.
•
m asures be established . .."
which has gone into a incere '11tThe Repoiter, no doubt, has
Since (or some reason The Re- amine it closely to see whether vore say 'aye.' "
porter has chosen to air its wash 1 any of the laundry might be dirty. When I pointed out to Mr. Siegel tempt to promote real liberties and much to learn from their experiences.
To point up two glaring inac that we already had a Publications freedoms on our own Campu .
prematurely, it might be well for
The history of the Publications
the student body at large to ex- curacies in the very fir t para- Association, and a Constitution,
( ontinued on Page 7)
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of the furnitm·e.
Bronx Community . . . I rearrangement
The attempt to establish the ne
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THE REPORTER

gritty, real things.
ATTACK
Exactly what are they?
(Continued from TTa�e 4)
Would you please be kind enough
( ontinuecl from Page 1)
I-Well then, Be My Baby, Cherry, Chen-y.
to so inform me, and inform our
to be held at the Bron.· Commun
Sherry-Gee
Whiz,
You Don't Know Me.
readership? We both need enlight
I-It's All Right, Since I Fell For You, I'm So Much In Love
ity College for discussion of these
enment, and much of it.
grievance . The Chairman of the
I have nothing to hide regarding with you.
.Board or Higher Education, Mr.
Sherry-You must be a Playboy.
my attitudes, my actions, my in
Fred rick Burkhardt, made it clear
I-Darling, Everbody Lages A Lover. (Suddenly) The Gypsy Cried
actions. I have nothing to hide re
that the negotiations could not
&
Mrs.
Brown, (Sheila's Mother-In-Law) appears & tells the puzzled
garding my ideas, my ideals. Do
start until the building had been
Sherry that He's A Rebel & the Leader of the Pack but He's So Fine. you?
cl ared of all visitors except those
She
disappears).
I would like to point out that
directly invoh·ed in the negotia
I-Do You Wanna Bee Happy.
matters between us (prompted by
tions. When the visitors refu ed
Sherry-Yes!
a change in your attitude towards
lo leave, Mr. Burkhardt informed
I-Please Stay with me or You'll Lose A Good Thing.
me, not mine towards you) came
them that they were trespa sing
Sherry-Never, I'm a Stripper & have the Guantanamera and ...
about after we had a conference,
and would be removed.
which I will discuss later on, had (She Cried).
At this juncture students said
I-Come On, Big Girls Don't Cry, Dry Your Eyes.
reached some 'peak,' during the
they did not intend to leave the
Sherry-I Ju st Don't Understand, I Can't Help Falling In Love
past week.
building and soon thereafter they
with
you.
And that when that did occur,
required all the Board members
I-Dear One, You Really Got A Hold On Me.
I made the suggestion that we dis
and staff members to assemble in
(Cotllinued from Page 3)
Sherry-I
Love You. (There is Kissing) What Now My Love?
cuss things amicably together; or,
the Board Room. The membe1·s of you should you persist with you r
I-Let's Go, Let's Go, Let's Go!
since matters seemed to have got
the staff and of the Board im status quo behavior is more of the
Sherry-Where?
To Surf City.
mediately requested to be permit same at higher prices. Don't for ten too large for either one of us,
I-No, Baby Love, We're Going To A Go-Go.Uptown, to The
ted to leave the building and they get that next semester you will to discuss them in the presence Happening in Spanish Harlem.
were allowed to do so. Windows be no doubt paying $10 extra per of one or more members of the
Sherry-Why?
and doors were secured by the stu cred;t_ W11at will that mean? Well, faculty.
I-That's where the "In" Crowd swings.
The latter suggestion, apparent
dents.
most students take only one or ly, you could not accept.
Sherry-You're My Guy.
I-You're My Girl.
The police were summoned and two courses; for purposes of anal
And when the alternative of
arrangements for clearing the ysis let's say that only one is 'discussing' things together pre
Sherry-Sock It To Me, Baby.
building were placed in their taken. If you paid $105 for a course sented itself, you put up another
(We went to the House of the Rising Sun, a Sugar Shack adjacent
hands. The Chairman and the po this semester, you'll be paying $135 wall if incommunication. For dis to the Chapel of Love) - inside the House.
lice officer in charge made per in fall '70. Add to that the $18 cussion is not a monologue, bu t
I-What the World Needs Now Is Love.
sonal diTect appeals to the stu in so-called Consolidated Fees that a two-way street.
Sherry-Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me.
dents to leave the building peace each �rad student pays regardless
I-I'm Hung On You, Please, Please Me.
I have presented myself fre
ably and before the application of of the credits he's taking, and the qu\)ntly at the press to carry ou t
Sherry-Make Me Your Baby.
any police force. The students were full cost of a course at Baruch my job as Production Manager,
I-Ooh, Baby, Baby, Let Me In.
warned of the consquences of their comes to $153. Compare this fee and in the multifarious phases of
Sherry-Baby In Your's.
action and were advised of their with any private institution. And the newspaper work which I pre
I-Um,Um,Um,Um,Um,Um.
position by their own attorney in you thought that the City sub fe:i;, and have been pe�-forming dur
-There's A Kind of A Hush and all that could be heard was the
private.
sidized your graduate edu cation. It ing my past two years with The Sou nds of Silence and the sounds of Satisfaction.At 7:30 A.M. the trespassers left is just the contrary; you often sub Reporter. My working compatibil- i----------- --- -------- -sidiz 1 he City's responsibility for ity has been unquestioned during
voluntarily.
An inspection immediately after providing undergradu ate facilities. my entire history with the School AS SEEN FROM HERE ...
their departure showed no vandal It's a well known fact that you Newspaper. It is a Job I cherish,
(Continued from Page 5)
ism and very minor damage and will meekly acquiese.
billowing fo1th from his mouth in steady waves, his ten-dollar cigar
and a job I love.
dangling
loosely
from
his mouth. Now I can't make out any of their
My career and journey in the
realm of ideas, however, has been faces; they're lost in the steam of their own cooking. I can see, thou gh,
another matter. I have never Jet it that there is a lot of back-slapping, shaking of hands. Suddenly a hu sh
interfere with my personal rela- descends over the entire room as though the smoke has become alive
FRIDAY
tionships with any of my co-work- and has throttled every one. The Voice thunders, 'A Management
ers, members of the faculty, or course will be thrown in for good measure.'
"Everybody applauds. 'Hoorah! Hoorah! they all cheer.
anybody connected or unconnected
"Thus was the bomb to make life miserable for the students
with The Reporteer. My relationships, throu gh calm and stormy dropped upon them. I mu st leave now becau se its smoke is beginning
periods with yourself, and with the to seep through the crack beneath the door and through the keyhole."
8:30 P.M.
former editor, Marion Johnston,
THE El'{D
have been cordial and· painstakingWhether the events recounted here are true or not is, as I sa
ly considerate of the feelings of anyone's guess. But one thing is certain, that the possibility for theid,
fr
others. I need say no more in 'de- being true exists and is very close. Our college administration would
fense' of myself at this time, (for do well to remember the words of James B. Conant, a former presi
I feel I need none) except:
dent of Harvard, among other things, which appear in his recently
That I do not resign, and will published memoirs: "Perhaps the time has come to give up an attempts
not resign.
of a faculty to tell young men and women what they ought to study
If you are dissatisfied with me in order to be bJ:oadly edu cated." B ravo!
in any manner, shape or form, and
Sheldon, a college edu cation cannot be confined to the four walls
you feel that things have come to of the college, nor can or should its paper be. A college education is:
A Psychic Lecture-Demonshation
such a pass that you wish me to a learning experience and anything that contributes to it or enhances
spare you the inconvenience of it is part and parcel of that education, whether or not it deals
of read·ing the future and the
with
dealing with what you consider a the college.
individual with audience participation
refractory and rebellious member 1 __________________________
of your staff, I shall not oblige
you .
I beg to remind you that The
Publications Association has ex
Is not an easy one:
JOHN REEVES
plicit instructions fo1: bringing up
To track the truth' s elusive;
on charges a recalcitrant member
Psychic - Clair�oyant - Tea·cher - Editor
Confusive, too; at times, amusive.
of The Reporter staff. I suggest,
that
you
use
these
chan
therefore,
INFORMAL METRPHYSICAL SERIES OF LECTURES
nels.
The se'arch for 'pot' is fraught with strife,
SPONSORED BY THE H.P.A. AND STUDENT COUNCIL
And when one wants a 'high,' a sleezy one.
About two weeks ago, before
If Mr. Pusher' s not available,
our present 'plight,' you came to
There 1nust be other drugs a-saleable.
me and asked me to support you
LOCUS
for the Editorship at the next elecThe Jaw is heavy; THC is 'hot.'
(Continued from Page 6)
tion. And my reply was that you r
lobbying was a little premature,
What can a man do, who needs a shot?
Dear Jay:
\ and �hat you should give ·me time
And do it legal, without a sentence;
I would like you to print my reply to your letter of
0
u
mo
Without a guilt, without repentance?
March 10th, as a separate article; however, at your discre- !fde��!0 n;.:b;�� f�;.ee ;�:
tion, you may include it under the "Letters to the Editor" days late{·, if my memory serves
Blessed Establishment: Save my soul,
me correctly, after several imporcolumn.
· Without recourse to my opium bowl!
(Continued on Page 8)
Under the date of March 10th, 1970, I received the folKindest Whelan' s, of One Penn Plaza:
lowing piece of correspondence: �
Whip up a thing, with a ring and a ding , ,,
very carefully, and after having
"Mr. Sheldon Sweied (sic)
"c o Reporter ( ic)
Grab lour mortar, grind your pestle;
gh·en its contents careful con
CONCERNED
"Baruch College
sideration, I am replying to your
Use all your craft; use all your skill;
"Dear Mr. Sweid:
FACUlTY TUTORS
correspondence, which was I am
· Combine, and filter, dehydrate, distil.
I mu t regrettably request your �;h�.ppy to have to repo1t although
NEEDED
resignation from the editorial board addressed "c/o Reporter" handed
And let me live" beyond my will!
of the Reporter (sic) publication. m � during a tutoring session. Might
ac
After consultation I deem this
it not have, more politely, gone into
So, give me Turpin, and give me Hydrate,
tion· ne..,essary (sic) because I no the mails; or, perhaps, put in my
And, gladly,
give you $1.09.
longel' ovserve (sic) a working com box either at The Reporter, or at
MATH
Praise be to God, and Atheists, too
patibility with yourself and the 909A? (Sic)
ACCOUNTING
Editorial Board. Furthermore I be
o longer need I turpentine!
A second and a third reading of
lieve vour atttiude does not r3flect the lette1Js contents still leaves
STATISTICS
positi;e interests with this pub me in the dai·k as to exactly what
The magic of your -!able g1·een
lication.
Has added bonus of narcotic Codeine!
the letter really has to say. Where
on a Fee Basis
Respectfully
ns the letter appai·ently makes in
(signed)
ferenc'.IB about 'consultation,' and
In friendly spirit
Jay Siegel
that you 'no longer observe a Please contact:
I present this gift to thee,
Editor-in-Chief"
,rn�king compatibility with . . .'
Brother in Litters,
MR.RON BRUSE
My reply:
myself
. . 'and the Editorial
Rothman, Herbie.
OR 3-7700, Ext.314 or 315
Board,' etc., the letter does not
Dear Mr. Siegel:
SHELDON SWEID
After having read your letter get down to the meaty, knitty, ...._____________,
gotiations was participated in by
the Chairman of the Board, Fred
erick Burkhardt, and members of
the Board, the Honorable Luis
Quero Chiesa, the Honorable Louis
,'w1ez, and the Honorable Maria
Josefa Canino.
The action taken by the Board
Chairman is in accord with regu
lations adopted by the Board of
Higher Education under the Hen
derson Act passed by the New
York State Legislature and the
May 5, 1969 policy statement of
the Board of Higher Education.
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Page Eight

Monday, March 23, 19'70

THE R E P O RTE R

THE MEMBERS OF THE BARUCH COLLEGE CHAPTER
OF

YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM
Wish to extend their thanks to the following progressive

New York State Senators
for helping to pass the libertarian

ABORTION REFORM BILL
Anderson (R-Bingh.)
Barclay (R-Pulaski)
Bernstein (D-Bronx)
Bloom (D-Brooklyn)
Bookson (D-Manhattan)
Bronston (D-Queens)
Day (R-Interlaken)
Dominick (R-Newburg)
Galieber (D-Bronx)
Garcia (D-Bronx)
Goldin (D-Bronx)

Goodman (R-Manhattan)
Gordon (R-Peekskill)
Greenberg (D-Brooklyn)
Laverne (R-Rochester)
Lent (R-Nassau)
Lewis (D-Brooklyn)
Marino (R-Nassau)
Meyerson (D-Brooklyn)
Niles (R-Johnstown)
Ohrenstein (D-Manhattan)
Paterson (D-Manhattan)

Powers (D-Monroe)
Present (R-Jamestown)
Rosenblatt (D-Brooklyn)
Schwa1tz (D-Queens)
Stewart (D-Brooklyn)
Smith, W.T. (R-Elmfra)
Speno (R-Nassau)
Thales (D-Queens)
Zaretzki (D-Manhattan)

We URGE all REPORTER readers to fill out thecoupon below and mail it to your State Assembly
man (or drop it off in room 409, Student .Center, and we will forward it), so that this-vital piece of
legislation will be passed. REMEMBER, YOUR OPINION COUNTS IN ALBANY.

Dear Assemblyman,
Please vote for the Abortion Reform Act which the State Senate just passed.
I, too, believe that New York should have this important libertarian legislation.
Thank You,
Name
Address ··········-----............................................................................................

letters . . .

SALES MAJOR,
ADVERTISING MAJOR,
MARKETING MAJOR,

MERCHANDISING MAJOR
OR STILL
HAVEN'T DECIDED

The
Marketing Society
is for YOU

Meeting in. Room 408
Student Center

THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 1970
at 6:00 pm

ACROSS

1.Personal:
abbr.
5. Music
character
9. Mystic
writing
10. Get \\ind of
11.
sharpener
13.Dull
15. Uncertain
possibility
16. Signature
on some

vtritings
18. American
moth
19. Moccasin
-21. Long and
slender
24. Beige
26.Plum
27. Harvests
29. Ferber
and others
32. Box office
total
34. Barn's
neighbor
35. Act as
chairman
38. Respectful
title
·39. Cr,y of grief
40. Gridiron
protectors
42.Notyou
43. Skipper's
aide
46. Trusted
counselor
48. Caesar's
· suit
50. Lunch time
51. Forest ox
52. Graceful
movement

2.Fail to
be fast,
as colors
3. Ancient
dweller
in Peru
4. Blood
vessels
5. Companion
of vers·e:
abbr.
6. Was way
ahead
,. Kind of
trumpet
8. "Not
strong
11. Hamelin
name
12. Cuts of!, as
branches
14. Stripling
17. Historic
waterway

(Continued from Page 5)
DOWN
1.An intro
allow it to die a "natural death"?
ductlon
In all fairness, I feel that if you
have no intention of printing said
retraction, you should at least say
so, and then proceed to present LOCUS ...
your case. At least, do not resort
(Continued from Page 7)
to sidestepping the issue by eu tant incidents, I suggested to you
phemistically calling The Report- that I would support you 'with
er's actions an "unsolicited apol reservations,' and that I would, in
ogy .. . in behalf of Student Coun time and after consideration, tell
cil." We in Council are quite cap you exactly what those 'reserva
able (and prepared) of apologizing tions' might be; also, if there might
on our own behalf - if we so come a time when there might be
choose - The Reporter's opinion no reservations.
to the contrary notwithstanding.
Several days later, afbr some
Which brings me to another new developments, when we dis
point: Student Council wishes .to cussed this matter again, and you
thank The Reporter for its stand pressed me, I told you that I would
and backing apropos the proposed like your support for the Editor
strike of the CUNY campuses. We ship, in view of the fact that I
realize that, for all its vocalness, would have much additional time
The Reporter did not have the available next term.
Is there any connection between
authority to call or, for that mat
ter, to prevent the calling of a your action and my suggestion?
At this time, I propose to you
strike. Therefore, we wish to com
ment The Reporter for its stand . .. the following:
1. Air your charges, whatever
even though you did slant the
they are.
news somewhat, as well as "jump"
the gun with the telegram bit.
Very truly yours,
Earl M. Suri
Director, Communications
Eve. Sess. Student Council

Editor's Note: I suggest you re
read Herb's column. He didn't voice
objection to Mr. Sweid's dissent.
Mr. Rothman questioned why Mr.
Sweid did not object when he first
saw the apology at the Reporter
press before it was printed.
Even if the Reporter owes an
apology to Council regarding this
matter, we wouldn't print it until
we received an official communica
tion from Council. As of this \VTiting we have not. When Council
communicates an official declara
tion of censure or adminoshiment
of the Reporter, we will print
that communication and our res
ponse.
Concerning the strike issue the
Reporter has the authority to call
for a strike. We have the authority
to refute the strike. And so does
any Evening Student at Baruch
College! You appear to be either
very confused or subject to Mr.
Sweid's extensive confusion. In one
instance you say we i gnore Coun
cil's actions. Then when we print
that Council "staunchly rejected
the strike," you claim we slant the
news. We used the vote taken by
Council as an indicator of Council's feeling toward the Strike.
votes?
1--------------------------', Were you counting the right

*

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
20.01d
Today's Answer
airplane ---���
I A V " s .. 0 N ..
22. Dozes
I N O O N 'i � 0 .1
· off
23.Patron ��i���� 3.1��
saint of " , s• 3 o , s 3 "d
France o , , s• 3 " " .1
!! ��
n
25. Java
tree
J. , a N , d s
"' d
28. Between o , -- N o N v " ,
hop and g " " a• , , a N 3 d
I
"
"
3
H
3
N
n
"
jump
" 3 7 ' " 1 �d
30. Payment 1
37. Lord Avon
of a
and others
kind
31. More
U. Wintry
painful
fall
H.Cargo
33. Puzzle
weight· ·
cheese
45. Freudian
35. Game
term
like
47. - tee
napoleon
(perfectly)
36. Gaucho's
49. Lava
rope

��ii�

2. Engage in a discussion with
me, with one or more neutral
member of the faculty pres
ent.
3. Challenge me to a debate, at
which all issues can be
thrashed out.
You may choose to ignore any
or all of these suggestions. You
may select the least painful for
yourself.
What I am relating to you, now,
and to the 1·eadership, is that in
the event that you ignore all of
them, I am going to suggest that
you resign from the Editorship
of the paper. Further, that in the
event that you do not resign, I
am going to present a case against
you.
Sincerely,
Sheldon Swaid
Production Manager
The Reporter

Sweid's Quest:
The Editorship!?
By JAY SIEGEL

I am not going to air the absurdities of Sweid's accusations for the followin.c1 reasons:
A) He has little, if any., support.
B) His accusatirins leave the boundaries of reality.
C) The newspape1· should not serve as the vehicle fo1·
personal battlegrounds.
D) We are too busy with Open Em·ollment at CUNY to
notice personal conflicts.
E) I desire thcit Sweid attempt to effect my resignar
tion as Editor.
We will continue to vrint Sweid's articles because of
our non-censoring policy. However we w'ish to indicate to
the readership that the newspaper does not .guarantee the
accuracy of his accusations. Sweid's views do not necessa1·
ily reflect those of the Editorial Board.
Sweid's actions cleci?"ly demonstmte a vile smut cam
paign waged against myself and the Reporter Sta,ff. His
motives cire ciimed basically at attciinmr; the Editorship. As
the present fiJditor and hewing worked with Sweid for about
a yecl1', I can safely say that he possesses v ry few of the
qualifications necessa111 to become Editor.
Recilizing that his slanted opinions may gather atterir
tion, I offer to publicly debate Sweid on ciny of th i.�su,es
he's espousing . .

